This is a straight forward cross sectional analysis of birth intervals that basically repeats the analysis of Rutstein, 2005 , on more recent DHS data from Bangladesh only. The authors claim that their study is the first in Bangladesh which analysed the effect of birth intervals and other risk factors for first-day neonatal mortality. This might be the case but they don't explain what looking at first day neonatal mortality adds to looking e.g. the usual first 28 day neonatal mortality or early neonatal mortality. If the paper is improved it might be suitable for an specialised academic audience of epidemiologists, biostatisticians and public health practitioners interested in determinants of perinatal outcomes in LMIC countries.
Title
The word disparities in the title suggests the paper discusses health inequalities, which is not the case. Consider rephrasing.
Methods:
Statistical note: The authors don't describe how they arrive at their list of confounders, but given the number of events (there are only 115 events for first day mortality and 274 events for perinatal mortality) the number of covariates is quite large. Results
-
I think the results section can be more concise o Is it necessary to describe the covariates for all outcomes. They can be found in Really nice to see a discussions of the causal pathways underlying the association between short and long birth interval and adverse pregnancy outcomes (sentence 303 onwards). In the discussion the authors may want to discuss the interesting contributions to the study of birth intervals from econometrics using dynamic panel data models. Using these models economitricians calculated the effect on mortality of state effects (like scarring / replacement) vs. the effect of unobserved confounders that have an effect on consecutive pregnancies. Van Soest and Saha published interesting work using longitudinal data from Matlab, Bangladesh. 
Comment 7:
Really nice to see a discussions of the causal pathways underlying the association between short and long birth interval and adverse pregnancy outcomes (sentence 303 onwards).
Response: Thank you.
Comment 8:
In the discussion the authors may want to discuss the interesting contributions to the study of birth intervals from econometrics using dynamic panel data models. Using these models econometricians calculated the effect on mortality of state effects (like scarring/replacement) vs. the effect of unobserved confounders that have an effect on consecutive pregnancies. Van Soest and Saha published interesting work using longitudinal data from Matlab, Bangladesh.
Response:
It is an interesting work, however as we do not have the information about history of immediate previous pregnancy loss in BDHS data, we were unable to include these effects (scarring/replacement) in our analysis. However, in the 'limitation' section we have added a few sentences (see below) to discuss this. Please see highlighted section, pages 15-16, line 361-368.
A previous investigation conducted in Bangladesh using dynamic panel data models, reported that a previous adverse birth outcome may be subject to 'scarring effect' which leads to a short birth interval (replacement) and thus increases the risk of mortality of the subsequent infant (nutritional depletion); as a mother with a previous pregnancy loss may rush into a pregnancy without properly recovering
from the pregnancy loss. 5 In our analysis, we were unable to consider the role of 'scarring effect' related to a previous adverse pregnancy outcome which has an influence on birth interval. [1] [2] [3] [4] We also checked the variables for multicollinearity.
Comment 9:

Comment 3:
In the part of data analysis, authors mentioned "weighted analysis", it is unclear what indicators were calculated by weighted values and not any presentation in the following tables, maybe just for incidence of mortality?
Response: All our findings presented in this paper were adjusted for sampling weights. We have revised the text pertaining to the weighting process in the 'data analysis' section to make it clearer as per your suggestion. Please see below and page 8, lines 185-187.
We used the 'svy' command in all our analyses to calculate the weighted values in order to adjust for
the clustering effect and sample stratification.
Comment 4:
In this study, authors use an indicator of small birth size instead of birth weight, which is form mother's perception. This indicator might be a global index reflecting newborn's health rather than birth weight only. So its association with birth interval seems more complicated. I highly suggest addressing this indicator more in the discussion.
Response: Birthweight measurement is not collected in BDHS. This is one of the limitations of our study. We mentioned this issue in our discussion (page 13, lines 297-299 figure 3 and table 1).
Reviewer 3:
Reviewer's name: Kulanthayan KC Mani International Development and country-specific agencies to conduct nationally representative household sample surveys with coverage of a range of population health indicators in low-and middle-income countries (LMICs). 6 As the data were publicly available online, we had to register with the website to request dataset access. Then we downloaded the data from the website; www.measuredhs.com (mentioned in data source, page 5, lines 112-113). No further ethics approval was necessary since the study was based on anonymous public use data with no identifiable information on survey respondents. 
Response:
The Demographic Health Survey data were publicly available with no identifiable information on survey respondents. Hence, the ethics approval was not required for our study.
Comment 3:
Was the outcome of mother mortality during delivery was monitored for cases of firstday neonatal mortality? Is there any link between them which could have effected either way? Any risk to mother?
Response: This was beyond our scope as the Bangladesh Demographic Health Survey is a cross-sectional survey and data were already collected.
